
 Cisco IT Case Study Summary
Network Capacity Planning 

How Cisco IT Uses NetFlow to Improve Network Capacity 
Planning 

Network management capacity planning saves money and improves 
performance across Cisco. 

Of all the issues faced by enterprise companies in managing their 
networks, capacity planning is one of the most important. More an 
art than a science until recently, network capacity planning is all about 
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BUSINESS BENEFITS 

uctured network capacity planning 

balancing user performance expectations against the realities of capital 
budgeting.  
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Starting in 2000, bandwidth requirements at Cisco Systems® 
began to double every 12 to 18 months, degrading performance 
on established circuits. Driving bandwidth consumption were voice 
over IP and video on demand, which share the network with more 
conventional business applications. Though IT knew that traffic was 
increasing exponentially and that actual usage was not in line with 
expectations, it did not have access to the level of detail necessary to 
understand the true nature of problem. This made it almost impossible 
to make informed decisions. 

Cisco® developed a structured process for planning bandwidth 
requirements—categorizing network traffic as legitimate, inappropriate, 

e, and setting sizing and utilization thresholds. Network capacity planners then deployed Cisco IOS® 
 technology and selected third-party solutions to monitor, analyze, and report on traffic across the Cisco 
 infrastructure. 
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y established, proactive planning process has allowed to Cisco to upgrade its network infrastructure 
n solid performance information. Network upgrades have become business decisions rather than ad-hoc 
es to employee dissatisfaction. 

apacity planners can now prioritize and manage deployments better—delivering bandwidth before 
ance deteriorates. The planning process has also made it easier to understand the impact of application 

 The result has been a better relationship with the application team—both groups can better plan and budget 
 that affect each other’s operations.   
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FOR MORE INFORMATION 
To read the entire case study or for additional Cisco IT case studies on a variety of business solutions, visit Cisco on 
Cisco: Inside Cisco IT www.cisco.com/go/ciscoit

NOTE 
This publication describes how Cisco has benefited from the deployment of its own products. Many factors may have 
contributed to the results and benefits described; Cisco does not guarantee comparable results elsewhere. 

CISCO PROVIDES THIS PUBLICATION AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR 
IMPLIED, INCLUDING THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR 
PURPOSE. 

Some jurisdictions do not allow disclaimer of express or implied warranties, therefore this disclaimer may not apply to 
you. 
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